CHAPTER ANALYSIS

*Strong Inside*

For this assignment, you will work with your group to analyze an assigned chapter from *Strong Inside*. There are four parts included in your analysis: image, summary, purpose, and a quote. You will work to create a poster based on this analysis. You may design your poster however you would like, but it must contain all components!

**IMAGE** → What did you visualize as you were reading? What image best represents Wallace’s struggles, doubts, or concerns? What symbolizes the main idea of this chapter? You may draw an actual image from the chapter or a symbol to represent the chapter.

**SUMMARY** → Write a 30-word summary of the chapter. Think: What is this chapter’s role in the book? Remember to include *ONLY* essential information.

**PURPOSE** → What did the author want the reader to learn from this chapter? Why was this chapter included? What key information does this chapter show or reveal about Wallace’s life?

**QUOTE** → What quote best represents the main idea of this chapter? What quote is significant to the reader’s understanding of Wallace and his life? Make sure to write the quote exactly and provide a page number.